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THE

NEW

WAVE

OF

ENGINEERING
A REVOLUTION IN INDUSTRY INNOVATION IS TAKING
ATAL ENGINEERING ON A COURSE TO DIGITAL SUCCESS,
SAYS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND CHAIR OTTO LOK-TO POON.
WORDS STEVE CROWE � IMAGES GARETH BROWN

A

ccording to avid sailor Otto Lok-to Poon,
there is a direct correlation between sailing
and managing a business. “Anything that
happens in a sailboat is a challenge to your
skill, and both sailing a boat and running
a business need team cooperation and
discipline to make progress,” he asserts.
Otto would know. He established ATAL Engineering
Group in Hong Kong in 1977 and has steered the company
through both rough and smooth waters ever since. His steady
hand on the tiller is evidenced by the wide-ranging success
of the company in that time.
He began as an apprentice at the age of 15, before
spending more than five years studying and working in the
UK. After returning to Hong Kong, he worked for a few
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British and Hong Kong engineering companies and then
branched out on his own by establishing ATAL Engineering.
“I developed the company from a one-man show to what is
now a thriving electrical, mechanical and ICT engineering
group in Hong Kong, with a presence in China, Macau, the
US and some European countries,” Otto reflects.
Now with a staff of about 2,400, Otto has stepped up the
company’s efforts to gain a larger footprint in Asia and the
US, where the company recently announced the acquisition
of an interest in Transel Elevator & Electric in New York.
“Hong Kong is a matured market and the growth potential
is limited. We have outgrown ourselves in Hong Kong and
we need to explore other markets,” he says.
“Our strategy is on three fronts – we would like to grow
the company in new technologies, new markets and a new
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business model. We have been talking with the company we
acquired in New York for more than two years. I think it’s
a meeting of the minds, and the cultures of our company
and theirs are similar. And, more importantly, we are both
dedicated to the lift and escalator business.
“We have a factory in China that makes escalators and
lifts; in Hong Kong we sell and service lifts. The New York
company has a strong presence in the Manhattan area,
servicing more than 2,000 lifts and escalators. In Manhattan,
there are a lot of high-rise buildings and it is the largest
and oldest lift and escalator market in the world.”
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Peaceman Cable Engineering Limited and DCE Delta
Cable Engineering Limited (subsidiary members of Fortune
Peace Group) were established in 2014 as sole distributors of
internationally renowned cable brands Prysmian and Draka in
Hong Kong and Macau.
In terms of inventory, the Group has its’ own warehouse in Fanling with a
total storage area of more than 500,000 square feet, which is dedicated to
storing all types of cables, and sufﬁcient inventory to meet the emergency
and project needs of customers. The company provides professional
cable-cutting services to meet the needs of different engineering cable
lengths. It also has its own ﬂeet to deliver each cable drum in a safe and
timely manner to customer construction sites.
In the past 20 years, we supplied Prysmian and Draka cables to massive
number of Hong Kong and Macau key projects. We have a strong track
record in the Architectural Services Department, the Electrical and
Mechanical Services Department, the Airport Authority, the Housing
Authority, the MTR Corporation, and large private developers who have
participated in residential, shopping malls, hotels, data centre, theme
parks and casino entertainment infrastructure etc.
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POWER BASE
As an engineering firm, ATAL is a large consumer of
natural resources, which long ago fired Otto’s interest in
sustainable development. He has pursued this interest to
the point of driving major change in the company’s
operations and ambitions, using technology and innovation
to minimise resource consumption, but also to assist other
companies to do the same.
“When the Hong Kong Government first appointed me
Chair of the Energy Advisory Committee and also to the
Council for Sustainable Development, I tried to understand
the relationship between engineering, energy and the
environment in general,” Otto says. “I developed my interests
in these scenarios about 20 years ago.
“I was also Immediate Past Chair of the Hong Kong
Climate Change Forum, which is specifically looking at
how energy and our way of life will affect the climate. One
conference I attended was COP 23, UNFCCC, where the
Paris Agreement was reached. I have since taken an even
deeper interest in the relationship between energy, our way
of life and climate change, and how we can mitigate or
adapt to the change going on around the world.”
Otto’s personal interest has morphed into a companywide drive for greater environmental performance. The
company has a presence in nearly all the wastewater
treatment plants in Hong Kong and in numerous plants in
mainland China. Its largest plant treats 2.48 million cubic
metres of wastewater every day and is the world’s fifth largest.
There is enormous potential to be realised for ATAL in
this field. In the most recent policy address in China, where
there are more than 3,000 wastewater treatment plants, the
government raised its performance requirement from Level A
to Level AI, Otto points out. “That means that all those
3,000 plants have to be upgraded to a standard higher than
in Europe and the US,” he explains. “We foresaw that
“It is the ATAL culture that there is always good communication with staff,
creating understanding of specific project needs, thus bringing mutual benefits.
This is how mutual trust and reliability have been built up and a relationship
maintained for so many years.” – Raymond Ng, Chairman, Peaceman & DCE
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coming. In the past few years, we have been working with
universities in Shanghai, Beijing and Hong Kong, along
with nanotechnology companies in Hong Kong, for cuttingedge technology. We now have a process that can upgrade
the level of treatment with a small footprint, low energy
consumption and low chemical consumption.”
ATAL Engineering has formed an R&D team to look
at big data, data analytics and AI, and committed a lot of
resources to explore new opportunities, in cooperation with
the Hong Kong Polytechnic University and The Hong Kong
University of Science and Technology.
“It is a growing business,” Otto says. “We have already
started pilot plants in buildings in the private and government
sectors with IoT infrastructure so they can move into a big
data environment. We believe this is the future.”
FAIR WINDS AHEAD
What is Otto’s outlet after hours? He responds quickly,
“I like sailing – I like it for the challenge. I also sail with
young people. We have great trainees in the company
and I often invite five or six to join me on my boat.
“The challenge for the team is that everyone has to
look after the boat. More than that, when graduate trainees
come on my boat for hours, we talk more than wind and
tide; we also discuss the changing social and business
environment and how best to weather the challenges.”
Otto has set his course for new horizons.
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